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Duncan Fairgrieve Comment on Brexit
07/02/2019 France 24

_Brexit SHOCK: Professor explains how no deal Brexit THREAT triggered Tusk's 'hell' jibe_  
08/02/19 Daily Express

Blogs

Bingham Centre

_The meaningful vote process has failed us_  
15/02/2019 Red Box

_The latest proposals for fixing the UK are on the back foot and 40 years too late_  
18/02/2019 Australia news daily bulletin

_A bulwark against the secret state_  
18/02/2019 Law society Gazette

_Anthony Hilton: The English legal system is no place for Russian roulette_  
19/02/2019 Evening Standard

_Mackenzie takes IBA disability access message to Zero Project congress_  
26/02/2019 The Journal

Blogs

_Serious mistakes in exercising investigatory powers – Lawrence McNamara_  
04/02/2019 UK Human rights blog

_What Went Wrong With The Brexit 'Meaningful Vote'_  
07/02/2019 Huff Post
Resolving the Brexit impasse
14/02/2019  UK in a changing Europe

Judicial Vetting: The Forgotten Aspect of Argentina’s Transition
19/02/2019  Opinio Juris

Jack Simson Caird and Ellis Paterson: Could the UK Courts Disapply Domestic Legislation to Enforce the Protocol on Ireland and Northern Ireland?
19/02/2019  UK Constitutional Law Association

Judiciary must fight for independence in the face of autocrats
25/02/2019  The Times, The Brief

The House of Commons’ Last Chance at Taking Back Control?
26/02/2019  Vervassungsblog